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We study two-level overlapping pre onditioners with smoothed aggregation oarse spa es for the solution of sparse linear systems arising from nite
element dis retizations of se ond order ellipti problems. Smoothed aggregation
oarse spa es do not require a oarse triangulation. After aggregation of the ne
mesh nodes, a suitable smoothing operator is applied to obtain a family of overlapping subdomains and a set of oarse basis fun tions. We onsider a set of algebrai
assumptions on the smoother, that ensure optimal bounds for the ondition number
of the resulting pre onditioned system. These assumptions only involve geometri al
quantities asso iated to the subdomains, namely the diameter of the subdomains
and the overlap. We rst prove an upper bound for the ondition number, whi h
depends quadrati ally on the relative overlap. If additional assumptions on the
oarse basis fun tions hold, a linear bound an be found. Finally, the performan e
of the pre onditioners obtained by di erent smoothing pro edures is illustrated by
numeri al experiments for linear nite elements in two dimensions.
Abstra t.

1

Introdu tion

We onsider the s alar Poisson problem

u = f; in ;
u = 0; on  ;

(1)

where is a bounded polyhedral domain in IRd with d = 2; 3.
The dis retization of this equation by nite element methods results in
a sparse linear system, whi h is typi ally too large to be solved dire tly by
Gaussian elimination. Therefore, an iterative solver like the Conjugate Gradient algorithm has to be used. The ondition number of the linear system
is usually very large and grows quadrati ally with h 1 , where h is the mesh
size of the triangulation, thus making onvergen e very slow. A pre onditioner
needs to be employed.
Here, we onsider a lass of two-level overlapping S hwarz pre onditioners. These pre onditioners onsist of two omponents: the solution of lo al
problems asso iated to an overlapping partition of into subdomains and
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the solution of a oarse problem de ned on a low dimensional global spa e.
Lo al omponents typi ally ensure that onvergen e is independent of h and
thus of the size of the original problem (optimality). The oarse level ensures
independen e of the number of lo al problems (s alability). Convergen e is
expe ted to improve when the relative overlap between the subdomains is
in reased.
A typi al hoi e for the oarse problem is a nite element approximation on a oarse mesh. For stru tured meshes, nding a oarse triangulation,
su h that the ne mesh is a re nement of this oarse one, is relatively easily
a hieved; see [14℄ and the referen es therein. For unstru tured meshes, a more
general oarse mesh an be employed, but only as long as an interpolation
operator from the oarse to the ne nite element spa e an be found and
eÆ iently implemented; see, e.g., [3℄. However, this is not always a trivial
task, espe ially in three dimensions. An alternative approa h is realized by
smoothed aggregation te hniques or partition of unity oarse spa es (see [13℄),
whi h provide eÆ ient oarsening pro edures without the need of introdu ing
oarse triangulations.
The basi ideas of smoothed aggregation are fairly simple and natural: In
a rst step, the ne mesh points are aggregated to an initial non-overlapping
partition of the domain , and the hara teristi fun tions asso iated to
this non-overlapping partition are onsidered (aggregation). In a se ond step,
these hara teristi fun tions, whose values typi ally de rease from one to
zero in a layer of width O(h), are smoothed out by the appli ation of a suitable smoothing operator (smoothing). The supports of the smoothed fun tions de ne an overlapping partition and orresponding lo al problems, while
their linear span provides a low dimensional oarse problem. This pro edure
an be applied re ursively in order to obtain additional oarse levels for the
onstru tion of a multilevel method. The smoother employs the sten il of the
nite element matrix and is typi ally hosen a polynomial of degree q > 0 of
the original sti ness matrix. The overlap is thus Æ  qh. The property, that
the oarse spa e represents onstant fun tions, is ensured by exploiting the
kernel of the original problem.
An aggregation te hnique was rst introdu ed in [9℄ and then quite extensively used for the solution of problems arising in E onomi s; see [10℄ and the
referen es therein. Smoothed aggregation te hniques have been onsidered
in [18,1℄ for two-level methods and in [15,17,5,16℄ for multi-level methods.
There, extensive work has been reported on the study of ertain smoothers,
and pra ti al pro edures have been proposed for the initial aggregation, i.e.
the initial partition into subdomains. Numeri al tests on a large lass of
s alar and ve tor problems have been performed. We also mention [8℄, where
smoothed aggregation te hniques are applied to dis ontinuous Galerkin approximations of adve tion-di usion problems.
Our assumptions on the smoothers onsidered here are essentially the
same as those already proposed in [18,1℄. There, the authors ensure that an
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optimal pre onditioner an be found for the ase of generous overlap, i.e., if
the overlap Æ is omparable to the diameter of the subdomains H . In [7℄, the
ase of small overlap is onsidered, and the ondition number of the resulting two-level method is shown to be bounded, if more general assumptions
on the overlapping partition and the set of oarse basis fun tions hold. All
these bounds grow quadrati ally with the inverse of the relative overlap, H=Æ .
However, a link between the algebrai properties of the smoother and optimal
bounds for the ondition number given in terms of geometri al quantities of
the overlapping partition is still missing for the ase of small overlap. It is
the purpose of this paper to bridge this gap. A similar set of assumptions
as those given in [18,1℄ allows us to nd the same quadrati bound as in [7℄.
Using the arguments originally proposed in [13℄, we also show that if additional assumptions are veri ed, then a linear bound an be found { as in the
ase of two-level methods with standard oarse spa es or with partition of
unity oarse spa es; see [14, Ch. 5℄ and [13℄, respe tively. These additional
assumptions on the oarse basis fun tions, however, do not seem to translate
into simple algebrai properties on the smoother.
In addition, we en lose some numeri al tests in two-dimensions for di erent hoi es of the smoother. Although not all of the smoothers tested satisfy
the proposed assumptions, our tests do not show any appre iable di eren e in
their numeri al performan e, i.e., in the number of iterations or the ondition
number of the pre onditioned operator. Our numeri al results are onsistent
with the linear bound on the ondition number, even if the additional assumptions on the oarse spa e required for the proof ould not be veri ed for
any of the smoothers onsidered.
We note that aggregation and smoothed aggregation te hniques and partition of unity oarse spa es (see [13℄) rely on a similar idea: the oarse basis
fun tions are asso iated to an overlapping partition into subdomains and no
oarse mesh needs to be introdu ed. However, while in [13℄ su h fun tions
are onstru ted by assigning expli it nodal values inside the subdomains, in
smoothed aggregation te hniques they are found by applying a smoother to
some initial fun tions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
In Se tion 2, we introdu e the problem setting and two-level overlapping
pre onditioners. Se tion 4 ontains the onvergen e result with quadrati
growth in the relative overlap. It is valid, if a suitable set of oarse fun tions
and a proper overlapping partition into subdomains are given. Se tion 5 deals
with their onstru tion by smoothed aggregation te hniques. In Se tion 6,
we provide the improved onvergen e result with linear growth. Se tion 7
ontains the dis ussion of some smoothing operators, and nally, we present
numeri al results for a two dimensional problem in Se tion 8.
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Problem setting and two-level overlapping
pre onditioners

We onsider the Poisson problem (1). We note, that homogeneous Diri hlet onditions have been hosen just for simpli ity, and that more general
boundary onditions an be dealt with.
For u; v 2 H 1 ( ), we de ne the bilinear form
Z
A(u; v) = ru  rv dx:
To approximate the solution of (1), we introdu e a shape-regular, quasiuniform triangulation Th of , onsisting of triangles or tetrahedra. Let h
be the maximum of the diameters of its elements. We de ne

V = fu 2 H 1 ( ) j uj

2 IP ();  2 Th g;
1

where IP1 () is the spa e of polynomials of maximum degree 1 on , and

V0 =V

\H

1
0

( ):

Finite element spa es built on quadrilaterals or hexahedra an also be onsidered, and higher order spa es of pie ewise polynomial fun tions of degree
k > 1 are possible. The results in this paper remain valid in these ases, with
bounds that in general depend on k .
The approximate solution of (1) is then de ned as the unique u 2 V 0 su h
that

A(u; v) = (f; v)L2 ( ) ; v 2 V 0 :

(2)

Problem (2) an be written in matrix form as

Au = f:

(3)

Here, we have used the same notation for a fun tion u 2 V 0 and the orresponding ve tor of degrees of freedom, and for a bilinear form A(; ) and
its matrix representation in the spa e V 0 . Similarly, we will use the same
notation for fun tional spa es and the orresponding ve tor spa es of degrees
of freedom.
Next, we introdu e a lass of two-level overlapping S hwarz pre onditioners. Again for simpli ity, we only onsider additive pre onditioners, though
multipli ative or hybrid methods an also be devised and analyzed; see [14℄.
We always assume that we employ exa t solvers for the lo al and oarse
problems but approximate solvers ould be onsidered as well. Our theory is
easily adjusted to this ase; see [14, Ch. 5℄.
Our pre onditioner is uniquely determined by two omponents:
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an overlapping partition of

into subdomains

F = f i0  j
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1  i  N g;

whi h determines the lo al solvers and ensures optimality;
a set of oarse basis fun tions fi j 1  i  N g  V 0 , whi h determines
the oarse solver and ensures s alability.

We note that we onsider oarse basis fun tions that are asso iated to the
subdomains. We will make further assumptions in the following.
Given the partition F , the lo al spa es are de ned by

Vi = H01 ( i0 ) \ V 0 ; 1  i  N :

(4)

Let RiT : Vi ! V 0 be the natural inje tion operator from the subspa e Vi
into V 0 , whi h extends a lo al fun tion by zero to the whole of . We re all,
that the restri tion operator Ri : V 0 ! Vi , de ned as the transpose of RiT
with respe t to the Eu lidean s alar produ t, extra ts the degrees of freedom
inside i0 . The matrix blo k orresponding to the spa e Vi is obtained by
extra ting the degrees of freedom relative to the nodes ontained in i0 and
is equal to
Ai = Ri ARiT : Vi ! Vi :
Our oarse spa e is de ned by

V0 = spanfi ; 1  i  N g:
If R0T : V0 ! V 0 is the natural inje tion operator from the subspa e V0 into
V 0 , then our oarse solver is

A0 = R0 AR0T :
The operators fAi ; i  0g are symmetri and positive-de nite.
The additive S hwarz pre onditioner is thus de ned as

A^

1

=

N
X
RiT Ai 1 Ri ;
i=0

and the orresponding pre onditioned operator is

P = A^ 1 A:
3

A

onvergen e result

Optimality and s alability of the S hwarz algorithms introdu ed in the previous se tion are not guaranteed for general partitions and oarse spa es without further assumptions. In this se tion we introdu e two sets of suÆ ient
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onditions on F and the oarse fun tions. They ensure that the resulting additive pre onditioner is optimal and s alable and allow to derive quantitative
bounds whi h only involve the relative overlap between the subdomains, as
in the ase of two-level methods with standard oarse spa e; see [14, Ch. 5℄.
We note that most of the ontent of this se tion an be found in [1℄ for the
ase of generous overlap, and in [7℄ for the ase of small overlap.
Here, we onsider fun tions

fi j 1  i  N g  V ;
0
su h that suppfi g  i , 1  i  N . Every fun tion i vanishes on  , and
the fi g are required to form a partition of unity, but only within a proper
0

subset of .
The following two sets of assumptions for the oarse fun tions fi g and
the partition F are given in terms of H and Æ , H > Æ > 0, whi h re e t the
size of the subdomains and the overlap, respe tively.

Property 1 (Coarse spa e I).
1. ji j21  CH (d 1) =Æ ;
2. ki k20  CH d ;

3. There exists int  , su h that
dist(x;  )  CÆ for x 2 n int ;
4. suppfi g  i0 .

PN

i=1 i (x) = 1 for

x

2

int , and

We note, that a non-negative fun tion i , whi h is onstant in the interior
of i0 and de reases to zero in a layer of width Æ around  i0 , satis es the given
bounds for the energy ji j21 as well as for ki k20 . The additional property, that
oarse fun tions must reprodu e the onstants everywhere ex ept on a layer
of width Æ around the boundary, will translate into an error estimate for a
suitably de ned interpolation operator; see Lemma 1.

Property 2 (Partition).
1. diam( i0 )  CH ;
2. For every x 2 , there exists i0 2 F , su h that x 2 i0 and
dist(x;  i0 n  )  Æ ;
3. There exists C1 and C2 , su h that, for x 2 , the ball
B (x; rH ) = fy 2

j

dist(y; x)  rH g

interse ts at most C1 + C2 rd subdomains in
4. meas( i ) CH d .



F;

The rst and the last property together ensure that the subdomains have
diameter of omparable size H and are shape-regular. A ording to the se ond
property, Æ is a measure of the overlap between the subdomains. The third
property is equivalent to the nite overing property, whi h is standard in
overlapping methods; see, e.g., [14, Ch. 5℄.
The following lemma and its proof an be found in [7, Lem. 2.2℄.
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Let Property 1 hold. Then there exists
an operator Q0 : H01 ( ) ! V0 , su h that
jQ0 uj21  C HÆ juj21 ;
ku Q0 uk20  CH 2 juj21 :

Lemma 1 (Coarse Interpolant I).

To prove a bound for the lowest eigenvalue of the additive operator we
need to nd a stable de omposition into subspa es, whi h is given in the
following lemma.
Lemma 2.

Let Properties 1 and 2 hold. Then there exists a de omposition

fui 2 Vi ; 0  i  N g su h that
N
X



H
A(ui ; ui )  C 1 +
Æ
i=0

2

A(u; u); u 2 V 0 :

Proof. Given u 2 V 0 , we de ne
u0 = Q0 u;
ui = Ih (i (u u0 )); 1  i  N;
where Ih is the nodal interpolation operator into the ne mesh, and the family
fi g  V is a ontinuous pie ewise linear partition of unity relative to F . We
re all, that we an nd partitions of unity su h that
X
i (x) = 1 x 2 ;
ki k0;1  C; ji j1;1  C=Æ;
see, e.g., [14, Pg. 166℄.
Standard arguments, see [14, Pg. 168℄, give


N
X
H
2
jui j1;  C 1 + ju Q0 uj21; + 1 ku

Æ

i=1

HÆ

Q 0 uk

2
0;



(5)

:

The quadrati bound is then found by applying Lemma 1.
We note, that the previous lemma and its proof have already been given
in [7, Lem. 2.3℄, and that their reformulation here is only meant to motivate
the additional assumptions on the oarse basis fun tions, whi h will be made
in Se tion 5.
Given Lemma 2 and a oloring argument, we an prove a bound for the
ondition number of the additive operator; see, e.g., [14, Ch. 5℄.
Theorem 1. Let Properties 1 and 2 hold. Then there exist onstants 1 > 0,
C2 > 0, su h that for all u 2 V 0


H 2
1
+
A(u; u)  A(u; P u)  C2 A(u; u):
1

Æ

Remark 1. We note that the assumption on the triangulation Th being quasiuniform is not employed in the proofs of this se tion. Indeed, Theorem 1 is a
onsequen e of Properties 1 and 2 for any arbitrary shape-regular mesh Th .
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Smoothed aggregation

We now onsider the task of nding an overlapping partition and a set of
oarse fun tions that satisfy Properties 1 and 2. We start from an initial
partition into non-overlapping subdomains F0 = f i j 1  i  N g. We
always assume that these non-overlapping subdomains are shape-regular, and
that the diameter of ea h subdomain is of order H . While algorithms that
generate overlapping partitions starting from F0 an be easily found and
implemented, oarse fun tions that satisfy Property 1 annot be onstru ted
easily for subdomains of general shape. The method we onsider will generate
both an overlapping partition and oarse basis fun tions starting from F0 .
A rst hoi e is to build a oarse spa e by aggregation. We de ne a set of
` hara teristi ' fun tions relative to the initial non-overlapping partition F0 ,
f i g  V 0 and onsider the span of these fun tions. For every node x of Th
we set
8
x 2 n i or x 2  ;
< 0;
ard(fj j x 2  j g) 1 ; x 2  i n  ;
i (x) =
: 1;
x 2 i;
where ard(M ) denotes the ardinality of a nite set M .
We note, that, if the subdomain boundaries do not ontain nodes of the
ne mesh Th , the value of these fun tions at the nodes is either zero or one,
and that they de rease from one to zero in a strip of width h. In the general
ase they assume values between zero and one, and they de rease from one
to zero in a strip of width at most 2h. Furthermore, the non-vanishing nodal
values of i annot be arbitrarily small, sin e the partition F0 is shaperegular. These fun tions form a partition of unity for ex ept in a strip of
width O(h) along  .
The set f i g thus satis es Property 1 with Æ = h, and the orresponding
oarse spa e an be analyzed within the framework introdu ed in the previous
se tion. However, the orresponding additive pre onditioner would result in
an unsatisfa tory bound for the ondition number that in reases quadrati ally
with H=h. Therefore, the oarse fun tions f i g need to be `smoothed out' to
de rease their energy. In order to do so, we apply a suitable operator, alled
smoother,
i = S i ; 1  i  N:
This smoothing pro ess shall have the e e t of in reasing the support of the
original fun tions and of reating additional overlap between their supports.
We then de ne the overlapping subdomains by

0
i = supp

fi g;
and obtain an overlapping partition F = f i0  j

(6)

1  i  N g.
The smoothing shall also exploit the sten il of the operator A. If S =
pq (DA), where pq is a polynomial of degree q  0 and D a diagonal matrix,
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then the support of the initial fun tion i is in reased by q layers of ne
elements, whi h gives an overlap of order Æ = qh. In addition, we need to
preserve the property that the modi ed oarse fun tions fi g reprodu e the
onstants. This property is guaranteed by the null spa e of the original differential operator whi h onsists of onstant fun tions. We note that A, the
representation of A(; ) on V 0 , is not singular sin e homogeneous Diri hlet
onditions are imposed on  , but that when applied to a onstant ve tor,
it produ es a ve tor that vanishes everywhere ex ept in a strip around  of
width O(h). If pq (0) = 1, then we an write
N
X
i=1

i = S

N
X
i=1

0
0
i = S 1 = pq (DA) 1 = 0 + pq (0)1 = 1 ;

where 1 is the ve tor of all ones (1; : : : ; 1)T , while 00 and 10 are ve tors
of zeros and ones, respe tively, ex ept for entries relative to nodes inside a
neighborhood of width O(qh) around  . The smoothed oarse fun tions
thus satisfy Property 1.3 with Æ = qh.
In view of these remarks, we onsider the following assumptions on the
initial partition F0 and the smoother S .

Property 3 (Initial partition and smoother).
1. The initial partition F0 satis es

H d  meas( i )  CH d :

(7)

2. S is equal to pq (DA), where pq is a polynomial of degree q and D a
diagonal matrix, su h that
(a) Æ  qh  CÆ  C 0 H ;
(b) pq (0) = 1;
( ) kS k2  1;
(d) %(S T AS )  Cq 2 %(A),
where k  k2 and %() denote the spe tral norm and the spe tral radius of
a matrix, respe tively.
We note that Properties 3.2. and 3.2.d have already been onsidered in
[18, Lem. 2.8℄ and [1, Lem. 4.2℄ for the ase when S is a polynomial in A. A
similar property to 3.2.a has been stated in [1, Ass. 4.1℄, but in terms of the
graph orresponding to the initial partition F0 .
Lemma 3. Let S satisfy Property 3. Then we have for the fun tions i =
S i , 1  i  N,
ki k20  CH d ;
(8)
ji j21  CH d 1 =Æ:
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Proof. By onstru tion, the fun tions i and the orresponding olumn ve tors of degrees of freedom, also denoted by i , onsist of zeros for nodes that
belong to elements outside i . In addition, ea h non-vanishing entry an be
bounded from above and below by a onstant. Therefore, it i is bounded
from above and below by a onstant times the number of nodes inside i .
Sin e Th is shape-regular and quasi-uniform, we have
( iT i ) hd  meas( i )  C ( iT i ) hd :
If M is the mass matrix, we have

ki k

2
0

= iT S T MS i  %(M )kS k22 iT i  Chd ( iT i )  C meas( i );

where we have used the property that %(M ) is bounded from above by Chd ;
see, e.g., [12, Se t. 6.3.2℄.
We next onsider the se ond inequality of (8). A trivial unsatisfa tory
bound an be easily derived, using the fa t that %(A) an be bounded from
above by Chd 2 (see [12, Se t. 6.3.2℄):

ki kA =
2

T T
i S AS i

 %(S T AS )(

T
i i)

 Ch

d( T )
i i

q 2 h2

 C HÆ

d

2

:

To prove a sharper bound, we need to take into a ount that AS i vanishes
ex ept in a strip along  i0 of width O(Æ ).
For  2 Th , we denote by R the restri tion operator whi h extra ts the
degrees of freedom relative to  and by A the sti ness matrix relative to
. We note, that if  does not interse t  , A has a one-dimensional null
spa e onsisting of onstant fun tions on . We have
X
ki k2A = (R i )T A (R i ):
2Th

We next de ne i;q as the region of elements, where i is not onstant:
[
i;q = f j  2 Th ; A (R i ) 6= 0g:
For q = 0, the region i;q onsists of at most two layers of ne elements,
and every appli ation of A adds one additional ne layer in ea h dire tion.
Therefore, i;q is a strip of elements along  i0 of width O(2qh) and thus of
measure O(ÆH d 1 ). We learly have
X
ki k2A =
(R i )T A (R i ):
(9)
 i;q

We next need to relate R i = R S i to i . We onsider an element  lying
in i;q and de ne re ursively the regions !j , j  0. We set !0 =  and de ne
!j , j  1, by taking the union of !j 1 and the neighboring elements that
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share at least a vertex with !j 1 . Sin e S is a polynomial of degree q in DA
and D is diagonal, the ve tor R i is determined only by the values of i in
!q . We set
[ q
0
!  i;q ;
i;q =
 i;q

0 is a layer of elements along  0 of width O(4qh). Conseand note that i;q
i
quently, the expression on the right hand side of (9) is independent of the
0 . For ea h node x of Th ,
degrees of freedom of i outside the losure of i;q
we de ne

0
q
i (x); x 2 i;q ;
i (x) = 0; otherwise.
Then we an write

ki kA = (S

q T
q
T
i ) A(S i ) = (S i ) A(S i )

2

 %(S T AS )(

q T q
i) i:

Sin e ( iq )T iq is bounded from above by the number of nodes ontained in
0 , we nally nd
the losure of i;q

ki kA  C %(qA) (
2

2

d ( q )T q
i
i

 Ch

q T q
i) i

q 2 h2

d

 C HÆ

1

Æ

2

=C

Hd 1
: (10)
Æ

Given these bounds on the energy and the norm, respe tively, we just
need to verify that the fun tions i form a partition of unity inside , and
that the overlapping partition F ful lls Property 2. This will be done in the
following two lemmas:
Lemma 4.

Let S satisfy Property 3. Then the oarse fun tions i = S i ,

1  i  N, satisfy Property 1.

Proof. We only need to prove Property 1.3. The fun tion
u(x) =

N
X
i=1

i (x)

is equal to one at every node x that does not belong to  , and onsequently
at every x 2 outside a strip of width O(h) around  . For k  q , we have
((DA)k u)(x) = 0;
ex ept in a strip of width O(kh) around  . We thus obtain
!
N
N
X
X
i (x) = S
i (x) = (Su)(x) = 1;
i=1

at every x 2

i=1

outside a strip of width O(qh) = O(Æ ) around  .
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Lemma 5. Let the initial partition F0 satisfy Property 3. Then the overlapping partition F satis es Property 2.

Proof. Sin e the ne mesh Th is quasi-uniform, we have
diam( 0 )  C (H + qh)  CH:
i

Sin e the original partition is shape-regular, also F is, and thus we have
meas( i0 )  H d :

We next onsider Property 2.2. We rst note that for every x 2 , there
exists i su h that x 2 i . Sin e the overlapping subdomains are obtained by
adding layers of width O(qh), we have
dist(x;  i0 )  qh  Æ:
Property 3.1 ensures that, for every i, there is a ball Bi  i with
diam(Bi )  H . Sin e in addition diam( i0 )  CH , Property 2.3 holds.
Lemmas 3, 4, and 5, set the stage to apply Theorem 1, and we have:
Theorem 2. Let Property 3 hold. Then Properties 1 and 2 hold. Therefore,
there exist onstants 1 ; C2 , su h that for all u 2 V 0



H
1
+
1

Æ

2

A(u; u)  A(u; P u)  C2 A(u; u):

Remark 2. A loser look at the proofs of this se tion reveals that the assump-

tion on the global mesh Th being quasi-uniform an be relaxed. Indeed it is
enough to assume that only the lo al meshes on the subdomains f i g are
quasi-uniform.
5

An improved

onvergen e result

In this se tion we nd a sharper bound for the ondition number of P , whi h
is linear in H=Æ . We re all that S hwarz pre onditioners with oarse solvers
built on oarse triangulations or partition of unity oarse spa es satisfy a
linear bound as well. Here, we employ the tools developed in [13℄. We re all
that there the oarse basis fun tions are also asso iated to the subdomains,
but are not obtained through smoothed aggregation.
To improve the quadrati bounds of Theorems 1 and 2, we need to impose that our oarse basis fun tions satisfy additional properties, originally
proposed in [13℄. In parti ular they involve bounds on the L1 -norm of the
oarse fun tions and of their gradients. These additional onditions, however,
do not appear to translate into simple onditions on the smoother S , though
our numeri al results on rm the linear bound, see Se tion 7.
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The algorithm remains the same as before. Only the proof of the de omposition lemma hanges, see (5) in Lemma 2 and Lemma 7, and employs
the oarse basis fun tions themselves as the partition of unity fi g. On e
additional assumptions are satis ed on the oarse basis fun tions, the proof
of the de omposition lemma an be arried out exa tly as in [13℄ and is not
presented here.
We onsider the same set of oarse fun tions as before

fi j

1  i  N g  V 0;

and the same oarse spa e

V0 = spanfi ; 1  i  N g:
However, we also need an additional fun tion B 2 V asso iated to the
boundary  , so that the augmented set of fun tions forms a partition of
unity on the entire . This additional fun tion is only needed for the proof
and need not be implemented in pra ti e. Given a partition F , we onsider
the following assumptions; see [13℄:

Property 4 (Coarse spa e II).
1. ki k0;1  C for 1  i  N and i = B ;
2. ji j1;1  C=Æ for 1  i  N and i = B ;
N
P
i (x) = 1 for x 2 ;
3.
i=B;1
4. suppfi g  0 , 1  i  N .
i

The same interpolation operator de ned in Lemma 1 an be onsidered
here and the same bounds in Lemma 1 an be proven by noting that Properties 4.1 and 4.2 imply Properties 2.1 and 2.2, respe tively.
Lemma 6 (Coarse Interpolant II). Let Property 4 hold. Then there exists
an operator Q0 : H01 ( ) ! V0 , su h that

jQ uj  C HÆ juj ;
ku Q uk  CH juj :
0

2
1

2
1

0

2
0

2

2
1

A stable de omposition an then be found by using the same proof as in
[13, Th. 1℄, sin e our oarse fun tions B and i satisfy the same properties
Æ and Æ in [13℄. We thus have
as B
i
Lemma 7.

Let Properties 4 and 2 hold. Then there exists a de omposition

fui 2 Vi ; 0  i  N g su h that
N
X
i=0



A(ui ; ui )  C 1 +



H
A(u; u); u 2 V 0 :
Æ
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Our nal result is the following theorem:
Theorem 3.

Let Properties 4 and 2 hold. Then there exist onstants 1 ; C2 >

0, su h that, for all u 2 V 0 ,


H 1
A(u; u)  A(u; P u)  C2 A(u; u):
1+
1

Æ

Remark 3.
1. If kS k1 < C , then Property 4.1 holds. This is easily seen using an
analogous argument as in the proof for the orresponding L2 -bound of
Lemma 3. However, we were not able to nd a suitable ondition on S
that ensures Property 4.2.
2. The error bound in Lemma 6 is not needed for the proof of Lemma 7.

6

Some

hoi es for the smoother

Most of the hoi es for the smoother S presented in this se tion have already
been proposed in the literature; see [1℄, [18℄, [15℄, and [2℄. Not all the Properties 3.2 an be proved for them, ex ept for the re ursive Ri hardson smoother.
However, all of them show omparable iteration ounts and ondition numbers in our numeri al experiments; see Se tion 7. This is due to the fa t that
the inequalities in Properties 3.2. and 3.2.d are asymptoti bounds for large
q, whi h is roughly the number of ne mesh layers of overlap between the
subdomains, while in pra ti e q is usually not large at all.
Both, the simple and the re ursive Ri hardson smoother, rely on a known
upper bound %^ for the spe tral radius %(A), that satis es

%(A)  %^  C% %(A):
6.1

(11)

A simple Ri hardson smoother

We de ne

S = Sq = (Id !%^ 1 A)q ; ! 2 (0; 1℄ ; q  0 :
S is the smoother for Ri hardson's method with relaxation parameter !%^ 1 ,
similar to a smoother proposed in [15℄. It involves q appli ations of A and it
an be de ned re ursively by the relation

Sq = (Id !%^ 1A)Sq 1 :
Consequently, fun tions and overlapping subdomains with larger overlap an
be al ulated from the previous ones. By onstru tion, S is a polynomial pq
of degree q in A with pq (0) = 1. It satis es Property 3 ex ept 3.2.d. We an
only prove a somewhat weaker bound for %(S T AS ) that is of order q 1 :

Smoothed aggregation oarse spa es
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Let S = (Id !%^ 1 A)q , ! 2 IR, and q  0. Then we have

kS k  (maxfj1

!j; 1g)q :

2

If in addition ! 2 (0; 1℄ and q > 0, then
%(S T AS )  C%

%(A)
:
2q!

Proof. For the rst bound it is enough to show that

kS k  maxfj1

!j; 1g:

1 2

Sin e S1 is symmetri , we have to examine its eigenvalues. They satisfy
(S1 ) = 1 !%^ 1 (A). Sin e A is positive de nite, we have (S1 )  1.
Furthermore,
!%^ 1 (A)  !%^ 1 %(A)  ! ;
and therefore (S1 )  1 ! .
We now onsider the se ond bound. We have S T AS = S 2 A, and obtain
for ! 2 (0; 1℄

%(S T AS )  max (1 !%^ 1 t)2q t
t2[0;%(A)℄

 t2 max
;%! 1
[0 ^

℄

(1

!%^ 1 t)2q t :

The fun tion f (t) := (1 ! %^ 1 t)2q t is non-negative in [0; %^! 1 ℄ and satis es
f (0) = f (^%! 1 ) = 0. Its maximum is attained for

t =

%^
:
(2q + 1)!

Evaluating f (t) and using %^  C% %(A) yields the upper bound.
With the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 3, we an prove, that
for a xed ! the oarse basis fun tions i only satisfy
d

ji j  C H h
2
1

1

:

As already dis ussed in Se tion 4, one would expe t that the ondition number of the orresponding pre onditioner in reases quadrati ally with H=h.
However, our numeri al experiments show omparable behavior for this simple smoother and the re ursive one introdu ed later, for whi h the desired
sharper bound holds; see Se tions 6.2 and 7. This is due to the fa t, that in
pra ti e q is not large, and thus the following remark applies.

Remark 4. For every q0  0 there exists a onstant C0 = C (q0 ) > 0, su h
that for 0  q  q0 and ! 2 (0; 1℄
%(S T AS )  C% C0

%(A)
:
q2 !
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This an be easily seen from the proof of the previous lemma. Indeed we
have
)
(
2q
q2
2q
:
(12)
C0 = max
0q q0
2q + 1
(2q + 1)
The key point here is that C0 remains small for high values of q . We have for
instan e C0  19 for q0 = 100, whi h is a value for q that is far larger than
those employed in pra ti e.
6.2

A re ursive Ri hardson smoother

We now re all the smoother that was introdu ed and studied in [1,18℄. We
de ne

S = Sk =

k 
Y

Id

i=0


4 1
%i Ai ;
3

k0

(13)

where %i = 9 i %^, i  0, and


A0 = A ; Ai = Id

4 1
% A
3 i 1 i

2
1

Ai

1

; i  1:

S is a re ursive Ri hardson smoother with pre xed relaxation parameters
4=3%i 1 . It is a polynomial pq in A with pq (0) = 1. For the polynomial degree q only ertain values are possible. Sin e deg(A0 ) = 1 and deg(Ai ) =
3 deg(Ai 1 ), i  1, we have deg(Ai ) = 3i , i  0. Therefore, deg(S0 ) = 1 and
deg(Sk ) = deg(Ak ) + deg(Sk 1 ) = 3k + deg(Sk 1 ) ;

k  1:

Consequently,

q = deg(Sk ) =

k
X
3k+1 1
3i =
;
2
i=0

k  0:

The following lemma and its proof an be found in [18, Lem. 2.8℄. It shows
that S satis es Property 3.
Lemma 9.

have

Let S be the smoother de ned in (13), and q = deg(S ). Then we

kS k  1 ;
2

%(S T AS ) 

C%
4

q 2 %(A) :
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A SPAI smoother

The Ri hardson smoothers previously introdu ed depend on a relaxation parameter, whi h is pre xed in the ase of the re ursive smoother. However,
a pre onditioner that does not involve parameters that need to be tuned to
the parti ular type of problem and its oeÆ ients, is preferable; see [8℄ for
the appli ation of smoothed aggregation te hniques to an adve tion-di usion
problem. A parameter-free smoothing operator built with a so- alled sparse
approximate inverse (SPAI) of the sti ness matrix A is given by

S = Sq = (Id DA)q ; q  0;

(14)

where the SPAI-matrix D minimizes the Frobenius norm kId DAkF over
the set of diagonal matri es.
Let n be the size of A. If the olumn ve tors of a matrix M are denoted
by mk , and if ek is the k -th olumn of the identity matrix, we write

kId

DAk2F =

n
X
k=1

kAdk

ek k22 =

n
X
k=1

kdkk ak

ek k22;

whi h is minimized by D = diagfdkk g with

dkk =

akk
kak k22 ; 1  k  n ;

see [2℄. If A is the dis rete Lapla ian with periodi boundary onditions,
whi h results from a standard se ond-order nite di eren e dis retization,
the SPAI smoother of (14) is the standard damped Ja obi smoother with
optimal damping parameter ! ; see [2, Proposition 1℄.
The norm of S satis es a weaker bound than that stated in Property 3.2. .

Let S be the SPAI smoother de ned in (14). Let n denote the
size of A, and pi , 1  i  n, the number of nonzero o -diagonal entries in
the i-th row of A. Then we have

Lemma 10.

kS k  C (p)q ;
2

where p = max1in pi , and C (p) =

Proof. It is enough to show kS1k2
row-sum-norm of S and S T , sin e

p
p
(1 + p)(1 + p).

 C (p). We will establish bounds for the
1

1

kS k  kS k12 kS T k12 ;
2

see [6, Exer ise 2.9.6℄.

kS k1 =

max

1

n
X

in j=1

jsij j =

max

1

n
X

in j=1

Æij

aii aij
kaik22
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1

0

X aii jaij j
a2ii
A
+
= max 1
2
1in
kai k2 j=6 i kai k22

aii
pp 
a2ii
+

k
a
k

1
 1max
in
kai k22 kai k22 i 2 i

 1 + pp;

where we have employed Cau hy-S hwarz for the last but one inequality, and
used the symmetry of A.
Furthermore,
n
n
X
X
ajj aji
T
Æji
kS k1 = max jsji j = max
2
1

in j=1
0

= max 1
1



in

0

max 1

1

in

1

in j=1

kaj k

1

2

X ajj jaij j
a2ii
A
+
2
kai k2 j=6 i kaj k22
1



X jaij j
a2ii
A
+
1
2
in
kai k2 j=6 i kaj k2  1max

a2ii
kai k22 + 1  pi



 1 + p:
Here p is equal to the maximal number of neighbors that a mesh point of

Th has, and for, e.g., p = 7, we have C (p)  5:4. We note that C (p) > 1 and

that onsequently Property 3.2. annot be derived from Lemma 10.
If one does not assume A to be weakly diagonal dominant, only triangulations with p  7 give an upper bound for %(S T AS ) whi h asymptoti ally
de ays to zero for q ! 1; see [2, Theorem 1℄) for the proof of the following
lemma.
Lemma 11. Assume p  7, and denote with
p
ka k2
1
C^ = max i2 2 ;
= (1 + 1 + p) < 2:
1in a
2
ii

Then we have

%(S T AS )  C^ (2q) %(A);

where
(2q) = max

(

2q
2q + 1

2q

1
; (
2q + 1

(15)
1)

2q

)

:

Though the bound in the previous lemma is even weaker than the one
obtained for the simple Ri hardson smoother and, of ourse, fails to satisfy
Property 3.2.d, the numeri al performan e of the SPAI smoother is omparable to the results obtained by the other hoi es for S , see Se tion 7.
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Numeri al results

We have tested the performan e of our S hwarz pre onditioner for the Poisson
problem

u = xey ; in = (0; 1)2 ;
u = xey ; on  :

(16)

This hoi e of Diri hlet onditions also numeri ally on rms our laim that
inhomogeneous boundary onditions an be dealt with.
The mesh is built by dividing
into n2 equal ne squares and utting them
into
halves.
Thus,
we
obtain
a triangulation Th with h = n1 ,
1 1 1 1
h 2 16 ; 32 ; 64 ; 128 . The maximum number of neighbors, whi h a mesh
point in Th has, is p = 6. The aggregation routine
into non partitions
1
; 321 .
overlapping subsquares i of area H 2 with H 2 21 ; 41 ; 18 ; 16
Depending on the polynomial degree q of the smoother, whi h varies between 0 and 14 in our experiments, we obtain an overlapping partition F
with overlap Æ = (q + 2)h. The sum q + 2 results from the fa t, that the
boundaries  i of the non-overlapping subsquares ontain ne mesh points,
whi h auses the support of the initial, unsmoothed oarse basis fun tions i
overlap in a strip of width 2h.
For the simple and the re ursive Ri hardson smoother, we repla e the
upper bound for the spe tral radius of the sti ness matrix by an estimate for
the spe tral radius, whi h is given by the Matlab built-in fun tion normest.
We use linear nite elements, and solve the resulting linear system by Conjugate Gradient. The Conjugate Gradient routine employed belongs to the
NetLib-linalg pa kage, see [11℄. It provides an estimate for the ondition number of the pre onditioned operator by dividing the maximal and the minimal
eigenvalue of a suitable tridiagonal matrix, whi h approximates the pre onditioned operator. Our stopping riterion is the redu tion of the residual norm
by a fa tor of 10 6 or the ex eeding of 100 iterations.
E e tiveness of the oarse solve: Tables 1 and 2 show iteration ounts
and estimated ondition numbers for the one- and two-level pre onditioners
built with the SPAI smoother. As expe ted, iteration ounts and ondition
numbers for the one-level algorithm in rease rapidly with the number of subdomains, while the oarse solve in the orresponding two-level algorithm,
see Table 2, only allows a moderate in rease or keeps the iterations ounts
bounded for the ase of generous overlap.
Comparison of some smoothers: Tables 2, 3 and 4 show iteration ounts
and estimated ondition numbers of the two-level pre onditioned operators
whi h were obtained with the SPAI, the simple Ri hardson, and the re ursive
Ri hardson smoother, respe tively. The relaxation parameter for the simple
Ri hardson smoother was hosen as ! = 2=3. Though only the re ursive
Ri hardson smoother meets the required theoreti al bounds, there is just a
slight di eren e in the numeri al performan e of the three smoothers. As
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previously remarked, this an be explained by the fa t that only small values
of the smoother polynomial degree q are employed in pra ti e, while our
theory requires bounds whi h hold for large q as well.
Linear dependen e on the relative overlap: Figure 1 shows a linear and
quadrati least-squares t for the estimated ondition number of the preonditioner built with the re ursive Ri hardson smoother versus the relative
overlap H=Æ . Sin e the oeÆ ient for the quadrati term is small and the
least-square relative error is the same for the linear and the quadrati t, our
experiments on rm a linear dependen e.
Table 1. Iteration ounts and estimated ondition numbers (in parenthesis) for
Conjugate Gradient with one-level pre onditioner versus h and the relative overlap.
h 1 H 1

16
16
32
32
32
64
64
64
64
128
128
128
128

2
4
2
4
8
2
4
8
16
4
8
16
32

H=Æ

16
8
4
2
13 (16.7) 12 (6.0)
17 (25.4)
17 (32.6) 14 (11.1) 11 (5.3)
24 (52.8) 16 (15.3)
31 (93.2)
22 (64.6) 17 (21.7) 13 (9.6)
11 (5.0)
34 (107.4) 22 (33.6) 15 (12.5)
42 (198.5) 27 (54.9)
57 (365.5)
46 (216.7) 30 (70.2) 21 (28.3) 14 (11.4)
59 (408.8) 40 (125.2) 25 (44.2)
80 (782.1) 52 (214.1)
100 (1454.8)

Linear and quadrati least-squares t for the estimated ondition number of the two-level pre onditioned operator versus the relative overlap H=Æ . The
pre onditioner is built using the re ursive Ri hardson smoother.

Fig. 1.
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Iteration ounts and estimated ondition numbers (in parenthesis) for
Conjugate Gradient with the two{level pre onditioner, using the SPAI smoother.

Table 2.

h 1 H 1

16
16
32
32
32
64
64
64
64
128
128
128
128

2
4
2
4
8
2
4
8
16
4
8
16
32

16
18
24 (54.6) 19
30
41 (88.3) 28
38
-

H=Æ

8
4
2
15 (13.8) 13 (5.1)
16 (10.0)
(27.4) 15 (9.7) 13 (4.8)
22 (21.3) 16 (7.8)
19 (11.8)
(19.2) 14 (8.8) 12 (4.8)
(43.6) 21 (17.5) 15 (8.0)
26 (25.3) 19 (10.5)
19 (12.3)
(36.4) 19 (17.8) 15 (8.7)
(51.9) 27 (23.8) 19 (12.3)
27 (26.2) 21 (11.6)
19 (12.4)

Iteration ounts and estimated ondition numbers (in parenthesis) for
Conjugate Gradient with the two-level pre onditioner, using the simple Ri hardson
smoother.
Table 3.

h 1 H 1

16
16
32
32
32
64
64
64
64
128
128
128
128

2
4
2
4
8
2
4
8
16
4
8
16
32

16
18
24 (54.6) 19
30
41 (88.3) 30
38
-

H=Æ

8
4
2
15 (13.8) 13 (5.4)
16 (10.0)
(27.4) 15 (10.1) 13 (5.0)
22 (21.3) 16 (9.4)
19 (11.8)
(19.9) 14 (9.1) 13 (5.0)
(43.6) 22 (20.4) 16 (9.6)
26 (25.3) 22 (13.9)
19 (12.3)
(42.0) 20 (20.9) 15 (10.0)
(51.9) 30 (30.6) 21 (16.9)
27 (26.2) 25 (16.1)
19 (12.4)
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